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a b s t r a c t
It has been suggested that deglaciations have inﬂuenced volcanism in several areas around the world
increasing productivity of mantle melting and eruptions from crustal magma chambers. However, the
connection between glaciations and increased volcanism is not straightforward. Investigation of Ar–Ar, U–Pb,
and 14C ages of caldera-forming eruptions for the past million years in the glaciated arc of Kamchatka has lead
to the observation that the majority of large-volume ignimbrites, which are associated with the
morphologically preserved calderas, correspond in time with “maximum glacial” conditions for the past
several glacial cycles. In the ﬁeld, the main proof is related to the fact that glaciated multi-caldera volcanoes
hosted thick glacial ice caps. Additional evidence comes from clustering Kamchatka-derived marine ash layers
with glacial moraines in DSDP cores. Here we present a set of new results from numerical modelling using the
Finite Element Method that investigate how the glacial load dynamic may affect the conditions for ring-fault
formation in such glaciated multi-caldera volcanoes. Different scenarios were simulated by varying: (1) the
thickness and asymmetric distribution of the existing ice cap, (2) the depth and size of the magmatic reservoir
responsible for the subsequent collapse event, (3) the thickness and mechanical properties of the roof rock
due to the alteration by hydrothermal ﬂuids, (4) the existence of a deeper and wider magmatic reservoir and
(5) possible gravitational failure triggered, in part, by subglacial rock mass build up and hydrothermal
alteration. The results obtained indicate that: (1) Any ice cap plays against ring fault formation;
(2) Asymmetric distribution of ice may favour the initiation of trap-door type collapse calderas; (3) Glacial
erosion of part of volcanic ediﬁce or interglacial ediﬁce failure may facilitate subsequent ring fault formation;
(4) hydrothermal system under an ice cap may lead to a quite effective hydrothermal rotting of the
intracaldera roof rocks and hence to variations of their mechanical properties and inhibit/deﬂect ring fracture
propagation; and (5) rock surface topography/load inﬂuenced by glacial erosion and ice volume change
during the interstadials. Although, the analysis of the stress ﬁeld may inform us about the possibility of ringfracture initiation, it does not ensure its complete propagation. Parameters controlling this phenomenon are
also discussed here. Overall, the maximal glacial time represent the most dynamic time in a multi-caldera
volcano life (as compared to more quiet interglacial) promoting physical and chemical feedbacks. We
consider that brief interstadial periods during maximal glacial creates most favourable conditions for
initiation of caldera-forming eruption, largely through its inﬂuence on surface topography by glacial action,
mass wasting, and inﬂuencing magma vesiculation/discharge as a function of rapidly changing overload.
© 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Volcanic inﬂuence on climate is a subject of many studies, but the
reverse connection, i.e. climate inﬂuence on periodicity, size, volume,
and character of volcanic eruptions is a rarely visited topic. Recently
glaciated and volcanically active regions such as Iceland, Kamchatka,
Alaska, and the southern Andes areas may serve as key areas in
answering these questions. It has been suggested that deglaciations
have increased volcanism in several areas around the world: e.g.
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Iceland, (Gudmundsson, 1986; Slater et al., 1998) and Sierra Nevada,
California (Glazner et al., 1999; Jellinek et al., 2004).
The relationship between ice cap retreat and volcanic activity has
been evaluated considering unloading effects on both deep mantle
melting zones (e.g. Jull and McKenzie, 1996) and shallow magma
reservoirs (e.g. Gudmundsson, 1986; Jellinek et al., 2004). On the one
hand, the increased eruption rates during glacial unloading are
considered to be related to changes in the state of stress of the crust
during deglaciation (Gudmundsson, 1986) and the release of magma
stored in crustal chambers during the glacial period (Kelemen et al.,
1997). On the other hand, it has been suggested that decompression
during deglaciation can produce a large increase in mantle melting
rates, causing increase in basaltic eruptions (Jull and McKenzie, 1996).
Besides, an increase in the conﬁning (lithostatic) pressure due to the
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presence of glaciers may inhibit dike formation from magma chamber
walls, resulting in a lower frequency of volcanic eruptions. Although a
correlation exists between glacial maxima and a lower eruption
frequency, there is also a signiﬁcant correlation between changes in
eruption frequency and the rate of change in ice volume (Jellinek
et al., 2004).
Thus, the anticorrelation between glaciation and volcanism has
been demonstrated in several occasions. However, a possible
connection between glaciations and increased volcanism has not
been previously described and is not straightforward. Investigations
of Ar–Ar, U–Pb, and 14C ages of caldera-forming eruptions for the past
million years in glaciated arc of Kamchatka (Fig. 1) has led to
observations that the majority of large-volume ignimbrites, commonly associated with morphologically preserved calderas, correspond in time with “maximum glacial” conditions (75% glacial) for the
past several glacial cycles (Fig. 2a) (Bindeman et al., 2010). The latter
are deﬁned as the highest δ18O foraminifera values on the N Paciﬁc
SPECMAP stack, as is explained on Fig. 2. Furthermore, the ice-drafted
debris (IRD) record obtained in the NW Paciﬁc Ocean cores regarding
to the Last Glacial Maximum indicates that the major ash event
coincided with the earliest IRD episode suggesting a possible icevolcanic interaction (Bigg et al., 2008, Fig. 5). Having a more detailed
look at the evolution in lithic and ash content obtained from the
ODP883D core, it is observable that some centuries before the ash
input, there was a considerable increase in the IRD suggesting that a
major ice-collapse over the Kamchatka–Koryak region predated every
volcanic eruption sequence. Bigg et al. (2008) suggested a possible
feedback mechanism between ice sheet loading and volcanic activity
proposing that volcanic activity could have been triggered by, and
have prolonged the ice sheet collapse at around 40 ka BP.

To the authors' knowledge, no previous works have been done so
far studying the glacial inﬂuence on shallow magmatic systems that
may lead to caldera-forming eruptions. Nevertheless, maximal glacial
times correspond to dynamic time periods, which may promote
multiple physical and chemical feedbacks that may play a role in
caldera-forming events.
In the present paper, we investigate how primary and secondary
processes occurring during glacial periods (e.g. glacial loading,
hydrothermal weakening of the host rock, and gravitational failure
during interstadial) may affect shallow magmatic systems in a manner that may promote or inhibit the system to reach the ideal stress
ﬁeld conditions for the initiation of ring faults and consequently, the
formation of a collapse caldera. For this, we apply two-dimensional
numerical simulations focused on evaluating the stress effects that ice
sheet loading has on a volcanic system with a shallow magma
chamber and eventually also a deep-seated reservoir. More speciﬁcally, the models presented in this paper are addressed to understand
which conditions and variables may affect ring-fault formation in
glaciated multi-caldera volcanoes as is the case of Kamchatka.
Different scenarios were simulated by considering: (1) diverse
thickness and asymmetric distribution of the existing ice cap,
(2) different depth and size of a shallow magmatic reservoir
responsible for a subsequent collapse event, (3) possible changes in
the mechanical properties of the roof rock due to the alteration by
hydrothermal ﬂuids, (4) the existence of a deeper and wider
magmatic reservoir and (5) likely gravitational failure triggered, in
part, by the hydrothermal weakening. Finally, we discuss the
implication of our results on the interpretation of ice caps during
glacial maximums being a further variable in the rare achievement
of the stress ﬁeld conditions required for ring-fault formation, and

Fig. 1. a) Regional map of Kamchatka Late Pliocene–Holocene volcanic ﬁelds, calderas and dated ignimbrites. b) Multi-caldera volcanoes of the central part of Eastern Kamchatka
(modiﬁed from Bindeman et al., 2010) that show overlapping ignimbrite ﬁelds and glacial topography.
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Fig. 2. a) SPECMAP bentic foraminifera that serve as a proxy for global amount of ice and intensity and timing of glacial–interglacial transitions. Superimposed are ages and δ18O
magma values of Kamchatkan ignimbrites. The δ18O value of SPECMAP foraminifera is only used as a climate proxy and has no genetic isotopic relation to eruptive products.
Maximum δ18O values indicate coldest climate, i.e. glacial time or maximum ice. Minimum δ18O values indicate warmest, i.e. interglacial time. Note that the majority (three quarters)
of caldera-forming eruptions happened in a period of 75% glacial cover (modiﬁed from Bindeman et al., 2010). b) An explanation of “75% glacial” time in two last glacial periods,
corresponding the upper 25% of SPACMAP δ18O glacial–interglacial oscillation (thick red curve). Thin blue curve represents reconstructed temperature proﬁle based on Antarctic
Vostok ice core isotope record, showing higher-resolution climate change record with interstadial transitions, some of which are marked by black arrows. During these times, rapid
changes in temperature and ice volume are possible. c) Plot of age and area for those Kamchatkan calderas included in the Collapse Caldera Database (CCDB) (Geyer and Martí, 2008,
http://www.gvb-csic.es/CCDB.htm). Those calderas without information concerning their area are plotted as having size zero. As illustrative purposes, for some calderas we have also
indicated in brackets the volume of deposits extruded during the caldera-forming eruption. The table source for the data is available at Appendix A.

may be inﬂuential in generating or inhibiting caldera collapse. Although,
the analysis of the stress ﬁeld may inform us about the possibility of ringfracture initiation, it does not ensure its complete propagation. Parameters
controlling this phenomenon are also discussed here. We consider that
numerical modelling with realistic parameters is the best way to attack
these problems then a simpliﬁed parametric or one-dimensional
approaches.
2. Large-volume silicic volcanism in Kamchatka
The Kamchatka Peninsula (Fig. 1), eastern Russia, is an active
component of the Paciﬁc Ring of Fire and the most volcanically active
arc in the world in terms of magma production and number of
explosive eruptions (Siebert and Simkin, 2002; Hughes and Mahood,
2008; Bindeman et al., 2010).
Kamchatkan calderas have characteristic sizes with diameters
from ~2 to ~ 30 km and with estimated volumes of eruptions ranging
from 10 to several hundred cubic kilometres of magma (Fig. 2c). Due
to the northerly position and the effects of the large glaciation on
isotope composition of waters, these Kamchatkan large volume

ignimbrites and intracaldera lavas sample signiﬁcant proportion of
remelted Kamchatkan crust as constrained by the low δ18O oxygen
isotopes values (Bindeman et al., 2004, 2010). This suggests that the
parental magma for these ignimbrites resided under a cap of “soft”
hydrothermally altered volcanic products (while assimilating it), and
participation of the “stiff” Cretaceous basement is also evidenced by
moderately elevated Sr isotopic values and xenocryst contamination.
Bindeman et al. (2010) proposed three possible explanations for the
counterintuitive observation that the maximum number of calderaforming events occur during glacial maxima (Fig. 3): (1) hydrothermal
weakening of the roof rocks, (2) pressure-load changes due to failure of
the volcanic ediﬁce or the ice cap breakage during the dynamic
interstadial periods, and (3) volatile accumulation during maximum
glacial and oversaturation (vesiculation) in interstadial or during the
gravitational collapse. The hydrothermal weakening is caused by the
conﬁned hydrothermal circulation under ice that forms structurally
weak and permeable tuyas and hyaloclastites more prone to subsequent
collapse in interstadial. Additionally, hydrothermal weakening may
contribute to catastrophic volcanic ediﬁce failures caused by glacial
erosion and deglaciation (Waythomas and Wallace, 2002; Huggel et al.,
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Fig. 3. A cartoon showing glacial–interglacial transition and the processes that occur during glacial (a) and interstadial (b) affecting shallow magma chambers, which can promote a
caldera-forming eruption(modiﬁed from Bindeman et al., 2010).

2007) (Fig. 3). These effects are best manifested in areas with low δ18O
source waters such as Yellowstone, Kamchatka, and Iceland, but the
processes that are inferred may be applicable to the majority of calderas
around the world.
3. Ice sheet inﬂuence on shallow magmatic systems
To understand how magma reservoirs may be affected by the
presence of ice sheets is the starting point to comprehend how
variations in the stress ﬁeld due to ice loading may favour or work
against the initiation of ring faults.
It has been demonstrated that variations in the topographic
loading or unloading (i.e. ediﬁce growth or sector collapse) may
inﬂuence stress conditions in shallow magma chamber systems
inducing pressure changes within the reservoir and varying the stress
ﬁeld around the chamber. More speciﬁcally, changes in the internal
magmatic pressure due to topographic loading variations depend on
the location, size and distribution of the removed or added
topographic load, as well as the shape, size and depth of the magmatic
reservoir and the compressibility of magma (Pinel and Jaupart, 2000,
2003, 2004, 2005; Albino et al., 2010; Sigmundsson et al., 2010). If
these changes in the internal magmatic pressure due to topographic
loading may prevent or promote an eruption depends on how the
abovementioned variables interact.
Ice load variations are expected to have a similar effect, although
ice is 2–2.5 times less dense than rocks and is much softer (e.g. ice can
simply be treated as less dense soft rock). A retreating ice cap with a
radius of only a few kilometres will inﬂuence only the shallowest
parts of a magmatic system, including a shallow magma chamber. A
retreating ice cap with a radius of tens of kilometres or more may, on
the other hand, inﬂuences conditions in the deepest part of magmatic
systems, the melt generation zone within the mantle (Maclennan
et al., 2002; Jellinek et al., 2004; Andrew and Gudmundsson, 2007;
Sigmundsson et al., 2010).
Concerning variations of the stress ﬁeld around the magmatic
system due to the topographic loading or unloading, with increasing
depth, induced stress pass from compressive to tensile (Pinel and
Jaupart, 2004; Andrew and Gudmundsson, 2007). At which depth this
happens depends on the ice sheet dimensions (i.e. length and
thickness). An ice sheet several times wider than the volcanic system
may induce compressive stress throughout the entire crust penetrating even into the upper mantle. By contrast, a smaller ice sheet
induces tensile stresses in a large region surrounding the deep-seated
reservoir, which may increase fracture-related porosity and hence the
effective size of the reservoir (cf. Andrew and Gudmundsson, 2007).
Nevertheless, the resultant stress ﬁeld is not only dependent on the
ice load but also on the pressure inside the magma reservoir that may
be: (1) in equilibrium with the ambient rock (internal magmatic
pressure PM = lithostatic pressure PL), (2) at overpressure (PM N PL)
due to degassing or magma chamber replenishment processes or
(3) at underpressure (PM b PL) during the course of an eruption due to
magma chamber withdrawal from the chamber. Also the inﬂuence of
a deep-seated reservoir should be considered. Then, the effects of

magma overpressure and ediﬁce load may counteract one another
and lead to complex stress distributions at the reservoir walls and
surroundings.
According to Andrew and Gudmundsson (2007) any surface or
discontinuity where there is horizontal compression above a region of
horizontal tension would tend to arrest dykes and change them into
sills. Consequently, any magma able to rise through a dyke into the
crust during the major part of a glacial period would become arrested
at the neutral surface, where the tectonic stress changes from tensile
(mostly relative, not absolute, tension) to compressive. Depending on
the exact layering and size and thickness of the ice sheet, ice-induced
tensile stresses in the lower brittle crust and the compressive stresses
in the upper brittle crust may encourage the development of sill-like
shallow chambers (Andrew and Gudmundsson, 2007).
4. Stress ﬁeld variations during glaciations: implications for
collapse caldera formation
4.1. General conditions for ring-fault initiation
The most common conceptual model for caldera formation
assumes that caldera collapse happens after signiﬁcant decompression of the magma chamber following a pre-caldera eruptive episode
where an initial quantity of magma is ﬁrst erupted through the central
or a ring-fracture vent (e.g. Williams, 1941; Smith and Bailey, 1968;
Druitt and Sparks, 1984; Martí et al., 2009). Magma withdrawal prior
to the collapse leads to a pressure decrease ΔPM in the magma
chamber leading to underpressure (i.e. PM = PL − ΔPM). Ring fault
formation and collapse start once magmatic pressure PM has
decreased below a certain value ΔPCOLL below lithostatic PL, i.e.
PM b PL − ΔPCOLL. The required underpressure to trigger caldera
collapse ΔPCOLL depends on the stress conﬁguration around the
magma chamber and the mechanical properties of the roof rock
(Martí et al., 2000, 2009).
Previous work on formation of collapse calderas (e.g. Folch and
Marti, 2004) based on principles of general fracture mechanics
concluded that the initiation of sub-vertical, normal ring faults is
possible if the local stress ﬁeld around the magma chamber satisﬁes
three conditions simultaneously. Considering σi (i = 1, 2, and 3) as
principal stresses, and assuming that compressive stresses are
positive throughout this paper (σ1 ≥ σ2 ≥ σ3; i.e. the maximum
absolute tensile stress is the minimum (negative) value of σ3), these
conditions are formulated as shown on Fig. 4: C1: the minimum value
of σ3, must be at surface, C2: The maximum value of σ1–σ3, must
occur at the outer margins of the magma chamber, and C3: the
minimum value of σ3 must be located at a radial distance
approximately equal to the projection at surface of the magma
chamber extension or the angle γ should be in the range or lower than
10–15° from vertical. The latter condition is constrained by ﬁeld
studies and analogue models demonstrating that ring-faults are
nearly vertical (e.g. Martí et al., 1994; Roche et al., 2000; Geyer et al.,
2006). It thus can be assumed that the surface area of natural (and
experimental) calderas coincides approximately with the projection
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Fig. 4. Conditions of ring fault propagation. As discussed in the text, the formation of
sub-vertical normal ring-faults is encouraged if conditions C1 to C3 are satisﬁed
simultaneously, that is, when: C1: the absolute minimum of σ3 is at surface and drops
below the tensile strength of the embedding rocks, C2: the maximum σ1–σ3 value
concentrates at the chamber margins and overcome the shear strength of the rock and,
C3:the peak of σ3 lies at a radial distance comprised for which γ is in the range or lower
than 10–15°.

at surface of the magma chamber extension. Condition C1 comes from
the assumption that ring fault initiate at surface as tensional fractures
(hence the necessity of the maximum tensile stress to occur at
surface), and then propagate to greater depths towards the magma
chamber, changing into shear fractures or normal-faults, which
cannot form or slip unless the local shear stress satisﬁes the conditions
for shear failure, such as presented by the Navier–Coulomb criterion
or other similar criteria, e.g. Tresca or von Mises (Jaeger and Cook,
1979; Gudmundsson, 2007). In the case of tensional fractures, they
are produced when the Grifﬁth failure criterion for brittle materials
under tensional regime is accomplished:
σ3 = −TR

if σ1 b−3σ3
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The performed models are structured as follows. The computational domain corresponds to a cross-section of the crust and mantle
of 100 km long which stretches to a depth of 160 km under the Earth's
surface (Fig. 5). This computational area is large enough to avoid
possible border effects due to the boundary conditions applied to the
domain margins (lateral and bottom). Crust and mantle are modelled
as layered Poisson solids (Poisson's ratio ν = 0.25), with the layers
having different thicknesses T, densities ρ and mechanical properties
represented as diverse Young's Modulus E. In total, we have deﬁned
seven layers, being the ﬁrst three representative of the crust and the
rest of the mantle (Fig. 5). Data for the different thicknesses have been
obtained from Gorbatov et al. (1999) based on a 1-D P-wave velocity
model (Table 1). The only difference is that we have set the crust–
mantle limit at 30 km instead of 35 km. In fact, geophysical data
indicate that crustal thickness in Kamchatka varies from 35 to 40 km
at the axis zone of Sredinny Ridge to 20 km at the eastern peninsulas
and southeastern Kamchatka (Fig. 1) (Balesta et al., 1977; Balesta and
Gontovaya, 1985).
Values for density are calculated using the Nafe–Drake curve
(Ludwig et al., 1970) (Supplementary material, Appendix B) and
Young's moduli are estimated assuming that:
sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
M
VP =
:
ρ

ð2Þ

ð1Þ

where TR is the tensile strength of the rock (i.e. the resistance of the
rock to be fractured by tension).
In general, ring faults are assumed to initiate at surface and
propagate downwards to considerable depths until reaching the
magma chamber. However, it is perfectly feasible that a ring-fault like
other shear fracture, may initiate at any depth between the margins of
the chamber and the surface (Gudmundsson, 1998). The only
restriction is that they cannot start at the magma chamber margins
since the resulting dykes would relax the stress difference and
possibly hinder the development of a ring fault.
In the models presented in this paper, we investigate how glacial
loading and associated processes occurring during glacial periods may
affect local stresses around magma chambers in a manner that may
promote or inhibit the stress ﬁeld to reach the conditions for the
formation of ring faults as described above.
4.2. General description, numerical method and main limitations
The stress ﬁeld results are obtained by solving the 2-D plane strain
elastic equations for each speciﬁc geometric conﬁguration and set of
boundary conditions. Two-dimensional plane strain models are accepted as appropriate when modelling rock fractures, including dykes and
normal faults, and symmetrical caldera structures (Gudmundsson and
Loetveit, 2005). In fact, Gudmundsson (2007) compared similar models
with three-dimensional analytical and numerical models and his results
indicate that while the magnitudes of the stresses differ between the
two and three-dimensional models, the geometries of the local stress
ﬁelds are generally similar.

Fig. 5. Sketch showing the crustal–mantle cross section with two magma chambers and
layers of different compositional and mechanical properties, that were used in this
work (see Table 1 and text for more details about the boundary conditions). Boundary
conditions are also illustrated. Crosses indicate zero displacement at both the x and y
direction (ux = 0 and uy = o) whereas rollers indicate zero displacement in x (ux = 0).
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Table 1
Mechanical properties of the ice sheet and crustal and mantle layers. ν Poisson ratio; ρ Density; E Young's modulus; T Thickness; and VP P-wave velocity.

Ice sheet
Hydrothermally altered layer (soft layer)
Layer 1
Layer 2
Layer 3
Layer 4
Layer 5
Layer 6
Layer 7

Depth
(km)

T
(km)

VP
(km/s)

ρ
(kg/m3)

E
(GPa)

ν

–
0–HSL
0–5
5–15
15–30
30–60
60–75
75–100
100–160

HICE(x)
HSL
5
10
15
30
15
25
60

–
–
3.65
5.74
6.74
7.37
7.64
7.84
8.00

920
2000
2350
2660
2860
3030
3120
3190
3260

9
2–35
26
73
108
122
152
163
174

0.3
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25

Where VP is the P-wave velocity and M the P-wave modulus,
respectively deﬁned as:
M=

Eð1−νÞ
:
ð1 + νÞð1−2νÞ

ð3Þ

Following previous models focusing on the effect of ice-sheets on
the stress-ﬁeld we consider the crust (Layers 1–3) to behave as a
linear elastic isotropic medium characterised by its density, Young's
modulus and Poisson ratio (Fig. 5) (Table 2). Regarding the mantle,
two options have been commonly considered: (1) linear elasticity
(e.g. Andrew and Gudmundsson, 2007) or (2) a viscoelastic Maxwell
model (mechanical analogue is a spring and a dashpot connected in a
series) responding elastically over short time scales but viscously over
long time scales (e.g. Pagli et al., 2007; Sigmundsson et al., 2010). In
the second case, mantle viscosity is typically assumed to be between
1018 and 1019 Pa s. Here, we have considered the mantle to behave
elastically for simplicity and because the time scales for caldera
processes (hours and days) occur over much shorter time scales than
the relaxation time of the mantle (~1–10 ka order of magnitude)
(Jellinek et al., 2004).
For all the models, we have positioned a shallow magma chamber
inside the crust. Additionally, a speciﬁc set of models also consider a
deep-seated reservoir (Fig. 5). In any case, both magma chambers are
modelled as cavities located at depth D below the Earth's surface and

Ice
Crust

Mantle

characterised by two axes a and b, oriented in accordance to a
Cartesian coordinate system x–y (y b 0 values of depth below Earth's
surface) (Fig. 6). Similar to previous models by Albino et al. (2010), we
consider the reservoirs to be located at a level of neutral buoyancy and
E
the magma inside the crust to have a bulk modulus B (B = 3ð1−2ν
Þ)
and initial density equal to the surrounding crust. Besides, due to the
viscosity of magma, the time delay to reach a static equilibrium can be
neglected for the local variations studied. No deviatoric stress is
considered within the magma chamber hence magma pressure PM is
imposed as uniformly distributed to the solid around the magma
chamber boundary without tangential stress (Albino et al., 2010).
In our models, we explore a likely range for a, b and D according to
available data for Kamchatkan shallow magmatic systems related to
collapse calderas. The magma chamber depth D varies in 3–4.5 km
range for the shallow magma chamber and is ﬁxed at 15 km for the
deeper reservoir considering that geophysical data locate an area of
anomalous low density inside the crust at a depth of 15 km with and
horizontal extension of 20–30 km (Balesta et al., 1977). For the
shallow magma chamber, we assume that the diameter of the collapse
structures may approximately correspond to the horizontal extension
of the associated magma chamber, thus we have deﬁned a is in the
range 5–20 km to account for different caldera sizes (Fig. 1c). In front
of missing data concerning the vertical extension b we have varied it
from 0.5 to 2 km for the shallow reservoir and kept constant to 3 km
for the deeper one.

Table 2
Summary of the main results obtained.
Parameter changed
Ice
Ice thickness increase
Ice length increase
Asymmetrical ice cap distribution

Hydrothermally altered soft layer
Softening of the hydrothermally altered layer
Hydrothermally altered thickness increase

Large deep-seated magma reservoir
Deep-seated overpressurized reservoir

Outcome
* Uniform tensile stresses reduction → decrease chance of fault initiation
* Uniform tensile stresses reduction → decrease chance of fault initiation
* Asymmetrical stress distribution; higher tensile stresses at the unglaciated rock surface → favours
trap-door caldera collapse

* Uniform tensile stresses reduction at the ice rock contact → decrease chance of fault initiation
* Uniform tensile stresses increase at the ice surface → increase chance of fault initiation
* Uniform tensile stresses increase at the ice surface and the ice rock contact → increase chance of
fault initiation

* Uniform tensile stresses increase at the ice surface and the ice rock contact → increase chance of
fault initiation

Gravitational failure
Mass removal increase, magma vesiculation

* Tensile stresses increase → increase chance of fault initiation

Glacial erosion
Buldozing action (ice removing subglacially accumulated volcanics)

* Tensile stresses increase → increase chance of fault initiation

Interstadial and deglaciation
Rapid decrease in ice volume and its asymmetrical disappearance

* Tensile stresses increase → increase chance of fault initiation
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Fig. 6. Sketch (not to scale) showing the shallow magma chamber and the boundary
conditions around its walls. The ellipsoidal magma chamber with axes a and b is placed
at depth D below the surface and has an underpressure of 10 MPa imposed on the
chamber walls. In some of the models it is possible to ﬁnd a LICE long and HICEmax thick
ice cap and a HSL thick weakened hydrothermally altered rock layer.

In order to simulate the inﬂuence of the thickness and distribution
of ice, an ice cap of height HICE and extension LICE is considered (Fig. 6).
It is well known from observations and theoretical studies that ice
sheet thickness may vary from its centre to its margins (Paterson,
1994) therefore, we consider the ice sheet thickness as varying along
the x-axis from a maximum thickness HICEmax at its centre to zero at its
margins. Assuming that the ice sheet base is centred at x = 0 and y = 0,
HICE (x) decreases according to the following function (Fig. 6,
Supplementary material, Appendix C):
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Different set-ups have been created varying HICE (0.5–2 km),
LICE (5–100 km) and changing the distribution of the ice cap at surface
by displacing the ice sheet along the x-axis keeping constant the
position of the magma chamber.
Ice layers have been modelled in the past years assuming that:
(1) the whole thickness of the ice layer can be modelled as brittle or
(2) only a certain percentage of the layer behaves as brittle and the
rest is modelled as ductile following for example the Glen's ﬂow law
(e.g. Paterson, 1994; Gudmundsson et al., 2004). For the sake of
simplicity and since we focus in this paper only on the surface load
induced by the ice cap more than on its speciﬁc deformation, we
consider the ice cap to behave elastically throughout all its thickness.
Concerning the mechanical properties of ice, these have been
proven to change depending on temperature, grain size and
orientation (Parameswaran, 1987). Although important discrepancies
exist between Young's modulus of ice EICE measured in the laboratory
(in the range of 13–8 GPa depending on the abovementioned
parameters) and from ﬁeld observations (≈1 GPa), 9 GPa is considered to be an adequate value (Nimmo, 2004). In the case of density
and Poisson's ratio, acceptable values are: ρICE = 920 kg/m3 and
νICE = 0.3 (Nimmo, 2004).
Concerning the ice–rock contact surface, we assume that there is a
strong coupling of the glacier and the underlying rock. If the coupling
is sufﬁciently strong, stresses at the rock are transmitted to the ice as it
would be part of the bed rock but with different elastic properties. In
this work, the ice is not able to slip along the bed rock, it is “sticked” to
it. There are several merits of this hard-slip assumption. Natural
observations suggest that glaciers are able to remove signiﬁcant
quantities of volcanic mass “bulldozing out” topography. If we assume
that the ice–rock coupling is weak or that they are totally decoupled,
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then slip may occur along the ice–bedrock interface and stresses would
not be transferred from the rock to the ice. Thus, the ice would be
practically or completely isolated from stress ﬁeld changes occurring in
the host rock. Any fracture formation due to the “deﬂation” of the
magma chamber would be restricted to the roof rock. Possible
deformations in the ice cap would be strictly related to melting
processes during the eruption (Gudmundsson et al., 2004) or to changes
in the shape of the ice–rock interface, i.e. to the deformation of the host
rock.
For some of the models, a soft layer of thickness HSL is placed above
the magma chamber stretching from y = 0 (rock surface) to y = − HSL
(base of the soft layer) (Fig. 6). This upper-most layer is considered to
be softer than the deeper ones in order to account for the possible
presence of intracaldera ﬁll typically represented by previously
erupted vesiculated tephra and lavas that are additionally mechanically weakened by hydrothermal activity becoming, in some cases,
clays at large water/rock ratios in shallower conditions.
Different set-ups were created by changing HSL (0.25D–D km) and
the mechanical properties of the soft layer represented as different
Young's Modulus ESL (Table 1). The Poisson's ratio νSL is kept constant
to 0.25. These mechanical properties were chosen as representatives
of contrasting stiffness values to obtain a general trend of the rock
weakening inﬂuence, rather than study particular values in detail.
Boundary conditions are illustrated in Fig. 5 and may be summarised
as follows. The surface of the Earth is treated as a free surface (i.e. it is
free to displace in any direction), horizontal displacement is prescribed
to zero at the lateral margins of the domain (ux = 0) and both horizontal
and vertical displacements are ﬁxed to zero at the base of the model
(ux = 0 and uy = 0).
For deﬁning if the local stress ﬁeld due to the magma chamber
underpressure accomplishes the critical conditions for ring fault
initiation, we calculate stress changes due to the magma chamber
“deﬂation” relative to a reference state which is considered to be
lithostatic. This reference state of stress is deﬁned considering that the
ice cap has been present for enough time so that the entire system,
including the ice sheet, has returned to lithostatic equilibrium. Once
the reference state of stress is established, we “deﬂate” the magma
chamber. If under the extra pressure of the ice cap magma was able to
accumulate more volatiles, then upon initial phase of the eruption
more magma can be driven out creating greater underpressures given
ice thickness of 100–1000 m. We estimate this effect to be no more
than a few MPa.
Following the approach described in detail by Grosﬁls (2007) and
Hurwitz et al. (2009) to account for an initial lithostatic stress ﬁeld
and the effect of gravity forces, we simulate the host rock as material
in which stresses have relaxed to equilibrium over time. We assign to
each layer i of the crust and mantle a body load per unit volume
deﬁned as:
Fxi = 0 and Fyi = −gρi

for i = 1; 2; …; 7

ð5Þ

where g is gravitational acceleration, ρi is the density of the layer i in
which we are applying the body load and Fx and Fy are the components
of the body load in the x and y-axis directions, respectively.
In order to simulate the loading effect of a LICE long and HICE (x)
thick ice sheet, we have assigned also to the ice sheet a body load per
unit volume of:
FxICE = 0 and FyICE = −gρICE :

ð6Þ

To avoid deformation of the ice cap due to its own weight we add a
pre-stress state deﬁned by:
σ1 = σ2 = σ3 = −ρICE g ðHICE −yÞ

for HICE ≥ y ≥ 0

ð7Þ

where (HICE − y) corresponds to the thickness of ice located over a
certain topographic height y (Fig. 6). Note that in this paper, normal
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stresses pointing out the surface are negative whereas those pointing
to the surface are positive. Under the same assumption as above, the
pre-stress in the different host rock layers is deﬁned as:

of triangular elements, decreases in size near the reservoir wall, the
soft layer and the ice cap (Supplementary material, Appendix D).
4.3. Results

i−1

σ1 = σ2 = σ3 = ρi gy + ∑ gTj ðρi −ρj Þ−ρICE gHICE
j=1

ð8Þ

for y ≤ 0; i = 1; 2; …; 7 and j = 1; 2; …; i−1
where the ﬁrst two terms at the right side of the equality correspond
to the lithostatic pre-stress applied to the different crustal and mantle
layers if no ice sheet is considered and ρICEgHICE represents the ice
sheet weight.
For the magma chamber to be in lithostatic equilibrium, for any
point along the magma chamber wall PM = PL. Even if the concept of
“pressure” is commonly related to ﬂuids, it can be also be deﬁned in an
elastic material as:
P=

1
ðσ + σ2 + σ3 Þ:
3 1

ð9Þ

Thus, for an isotropic (σ1 = σ2 = σ3) lithostatic state of stress the
lithostatic pressure is deﬁned as:
PL = σ1 = σ2 = σ3

ð10Þ

Considering Eqs. (8) and (10), we get that for the magma chamber
located at a layer i to be in lithostatic equilibrium, the pressure applied
to the magma chamber walls has to be:
i−1

PM = −ρi gy + ∑ gTj ðρj −ρi Þ + ρICE gHICE
j=1

ð11Þ

for y b 0; i = 1; 2; …; 7 and j = 1; 2; …; i−1:

As we consider that the magma inside the reservoir and the
surrounding host rock have the same density (ρM = ρR), i.e. the
magma is located at the neutral buoyancy level, PM can be determined
with Eq. (11) solely. Furthermore, if we want to account for
underpressurized magma chamber due to magma withdrawal
(PM = PL − ΔPM), boundary conditions imposed on the chamber
walls have to be equivalent to the lithostatic stress ﬁeld minus the
assigned underpressure value ΔPM. Thus, Eq. (11) is modiﬁed as
follows:
i−1

PM = −ρi gy + ∑ gTj ðρj −ρi Þ + ρICE gHICE −ΔPM
j=1

ð12Þ

for y b 0; i = 1; 2; …; 7 and j = 1; 2; …; i−1:

According to the works of Martí et al. (2000) and Folch and
Marti (2004), we consider an internal underpressure of 10 MPa to
be a good approximation to the negative excess pressure in the
chamber generated during magma withdrawal, i.e. magma chamber
“deﬂation”.
Finally, to simulate the effect of possible gravitational failures
that may take place during interglacial periods, we remove part of the
ice cap and the host rock leading to a topographic difference.
The numerical solutions were obtained using COMSOL Multiphysics commercial package (http://www.comsol.com). A description
of the Finite Element Method is provided by Zienkiewicz (1979) and
further discussion of the ﬁnite-element and as well as other numerical
methods, in the context of solving rock-mechanics problems is given
by Jing and Hudson (2002). In order to provide maximum resolution
near the areas of interest, the mesh that consists of tens of thousands

Since collapse calderas are surface features, the stress ﬁeld over the
magma chamber and below the surface determines ring-fault
formation and caldera formation (Gudmundsson et al., 1997). In
order to encourage ring-fault formation, the stress ﬁeld has to satisfy
Eq. (1) and the three conditions explained in Section 4.1 C1: the
minimum value of σ3, must be at surface, C2: the maximum value of
σ1–σ3, must occur at the outer margins of the magma chamber, and
C3: the minimum value of σ3 must be located at a radial distance
approximately equal to the projection at surface of the magma
chamber extension or the angle γ should be in the range or lower than
10–15° from vertical. Previous numerical results (e.g. Folch and Marti,
2004; Kinvig et al., 2009), observed that when conditions C1 and C3
are satisﬁed at surface condition C2 also holds at the chamber walls.
Additionally, these authors also show that the accomplishment of C3
depends mainly on the aspect ratio of the magma chamber b/a and
the ratio between depth D and horizontal extension a (i.e. D/a).
In this paper we focus our attention in the distribution of σ3 to
model if the obtained values satisfy Eq. (1) (the tensile stress at
surface is large enough to create surface rock fracture by tension) and
C3 (the minimum value of σ3 must be located at a radial distance
approximately equal to the projection at surface of the magma
chamber extension). Unlike in previous models, (Folch and Marti,
2004; Geyer and Martí, 2009; Kinvig et al., 2009), in our simulations
the material at surface is ice. This fact may have some implications
regarding fracture initiation and propagation. First, tensile strength of
ice is two orders of magnitude lower compared to the one of rocks
(TICE ~ 0.6 MPa vs. 15 MPa) (Hopkins, 2001) implying that less tensile
stress is required to open fractures at ice. Secondly, at the ice–rock
contact there is a considerable change in stiffness EICE = 9 GPa and
E1 = 26 GPa (E1 stiffness Layer 1, see Table 1). When a propagating
fracture meets a contact between two mechanically different layers, it
may (Fig. 7a) (Gudmundsson, 2011): (1) become arrested so as to
stop its propagation, (2) penetrate the contact, or (3) become
deﬂected along the contact. Thus, tensile fractures initiated at the
ice sheet surface are not necessarily able to propagate downwards to
the rock. To discuss in detail the three mechanisms described above is
out of the scope of this paper. The reader is referred to Appendix E and
more general references for further details (e.g. He and Hutchinson,
1989; Xu et al., 2003; Wang and Xu, 2006; Gudmundsson, 2011).
However, applied to our models we can say that there are higher
probabilities of deﬂection for fractures initiating at the ice or soft layer
propagating to the unaltered host rock than those starting at the ice
and propagating to the hydrothermally altered rock layer assuming
that the latter has a lower Young's modulus than ice (ESL b EICE)
(Fig. 7b) (see Appendix E). As a consequence, for those models, where
no soft layer is considered, we assumed that ring faults are more
prone to fully develop if these initiate directly at the ice–rock contact,
and these are shown for the models set 1 and 3. Only in those cases
where a soft hydrothermally altered layer is considered, we also take
into account stress distribution along the ice surface since from the
theoretical point of view, fractures propagating from the ice sheet to
the soft layer are potentially more capable of penetrating into the
roof rock (Fig. 7). We present here only the most relevant results in
Figs. 8–12. Further results can be found on-line as part of the
Supplementary material (Appendix F).
4.3.1. Model set 1: inﬂuence of an ice sheet on a deﬂating shallow magma
chamber
The existence of an HICE thick and LICE long ice cap tends to reduce
the tensile stresses at ice–rock contact in a homogeneous way (Fig. 8
and Supplementary material, Appendix F.1–3). In the case that the
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Fig. 7. Fracture propagation conditions: a) On meeting a contact between two layers, fractures may become arrested, penetrate the layers above the contact, become doubly or singly
deﬂected. Modiﬁed from Hutchinson (1996).b) Ratio of strain energy release rate for fracture deﬂection (Gd) to that of fracture penetration (Gp). The ratio is shown as a function of
the Dundurs elastic mismatch parameter α (Appendix E). Modiﬁed from He et al. (1994).

centres of the magma chamber and the ice sheet are the aligned,
shape of the σ3 distribution at surface is symmetric relative to the
centre of the reservoir (Fig. 8). This reduction of the tensile stress at
surface occurs independently of the magma chamber size a, aspect
ratio b/a or depth D (Supplementary material, Appendix F.3–5). A
further relevant parameter is the ice cap horizontal extension LICE
compared to the magma chamber horizontal axis a. Under the
presence of a small ice cap as compared to the size of the magma
chamber, the tensile stresses at the surface tend to concentrate at the
ice cap margins and at the ice-free areas (Fig. 8). However, for large
enough ice caps we observe a reduction in the tension peaks at the ice

rock contact located above the magma chamber, thus inhibiting ring
fracture formation (Fig. 8, Supplementary material F.1–3).
Results obtained indicate also that for the same magma chamber
depth D but varying the thickness of the ice cap, maximum tensile
stresses σ3 decrease as HICE increases (Fig. 8 and Supplementary
material, Appendix F.2). In parallel, an increase in the magma
chamber depth D for the same ice thickness HICE, leads to a decrease
in the tensile stresses (Supplementary material, Appendix F.5).
For the models with an asymmetrical ice cap distribution
(Supplementary material, Appendix F.6), the maximum tensile stress
σ3 also expectedly develops two asymmetric peaks at the ice rock

Fig. 8. An example of distribution of the minimum compressive (maximum tensile) principal stress σ3 along the ice–rock contact over a deﬂating magma chamber (a = 10 km;
b = 1 km) located at a depth D of 4 km below the surface considering different ice cap of lengths LICE and thicknesses HICE. Additional results are available on-line as Supplementary
material (Appendix F.1–6).
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Fig. 9. An example of distribution of σ3 along the ice surface and ice–rock interface over a deﬂating magma chamber (a = 10 km; b = 1 km) located at a depth D of 4 km below the
surface. The ice cap has a length LICE = 25 km (2.5a) and thickness HICE = 1.5 km. In this model, the magma chamber is overlain by a soft layer of thickness HSL = 2 km (0.5D) and
variable Young's modulus ESL (5–15 GPa). For comparison purposes, results in case the stiffness of the overlying layer is higher (ESL = 35 GPa) or equal to the host rock
(ESL = E1 = 26 GPa) are also included. Additional results are available on-line as Supplementary material (Appendix F.7).

contact: over glaciated and ice-free parts. Independent on the magma
chamber depth, σ3 values at the unglaciated rock surface are much
more tensile than those below the ice.
As seen in this ﬁrst model set, the ice load tends to reduce tensile
stresses at the ice rock contact thus inhibiting ring fault formation.
Consequently, further variables need to be considered to explain the
observations in Kamchatka.
4.3.2. Model set 2: inﬂuence of the hydrothermal alteration of the host
rock and gravitational failure
4.3.2.1. Hydrothermal alteration of the host rock. According to the
results obtained by Kinvig et al. (2009), the physical properties of
the rock layers above a decompressing magma chamber inﬂuence the
magnitude, and, to a lesser extent, the position, of tensional stresses at
the land surface. This may promote or inhibit the accomplishment of
the critical conditions required for ring-fault initiation. In this light,
our numerical runs focused on studying the inﬂuence of hydrothermal
alteration on changing the roof rock properties (Fig. 9 and
Supplementary material, Appendix F.7 and F.8). Remember that,

theoretically, due to the fact that hydrothermally altered layers may
have a lower stiffness than ice (i.e. ESL b EICE), it is more feasible that
fractures propagate from the ice sheet into the soft layer (Fig. 7b). The
main problem is to ﬁgure out what happens at the contact between the
soft layer and the non-altered roof rock where fractures are prone to get
arrested or deﬂected. In that sense, it is easy to imagine that the limit
between the hydrothermally altered layer and the fresh rock is not
abrupt but gradual. Considering that the mechanical properties also vary
gradually this would facilitate the downward propagation of the fracture
to greater depths. In this second set of models, we are interested in the
distribution of stresses at both ice surface and the ice–rock contact
assuming that ring-fault may initiate at the ice surface or the ice–rock
contact if stress ﬁeld accomplishes the required conditions. For
comparison purposes, results in case the stiffness of the overlying layer
is higher (ESL =35 GPa) or equal to the host rock (i.e. ESL =E1 =26 GPa)
are also included.
Regarding the shape of the σ3 distribution at surface, it is
symmetric relative to the centre of the reservoir for any values of
soft layer stiffness ESL and thickness HSL. It is interesting to note that
while the soft layer, compared to the situation where the host rock has
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Fig. 10. Distribution of σ3 along the ice surface and ice–rock interface over a deﬂating magma chamber (a = 10 km; b = 1 km) located at a depth D of 4 km below the surface. The ice
cap has a length LICE = 25 km (2.5a) and thickness HICE = 1.5 km. In this model, the magma chamber is overlain by a soft layer of Young's modulus ESL = 5 GPa and variable thickness
HSL (1–2 km). For comparison purposes, result in case the stiffness of the overlying layer is equal to the host rock (ESL = E1 = 26 GPa) is also included. Additional results are available
on-line as Supplementary material (Appendix F.8).

homogeneous stiffness (i.e. ESL = E1 = 26 GPa), tends to increase
tensile stress at the ice surface (B–B′), the opposite is observed at
the ice rock contact: the stiffer is the hydrothermally altered layer, the
more tensile stress occurs at the ice–rock contact (Fig. 9 and
Supplementary material, Appendix F.7). Additionally, as the thickness
of the soft layer increases it causes an increase in the tensile stress at
both the ice surface and the ice–rock contact being the variations
much more pronounced at the ice rock contact (Fig. 10 and
Supplementary material, Appendix F.8). Thus, the resultant distribution of σ3 at both the ice surface and the ice–rock contact is a function
of thicknesses and the mechanical properties of the different layers:
ice, hydrothermally altered rocks, and unaltered rock but also of
the contrast of Young's modulus between them. In the case of
ESL = 15 GPa, stiffness increases with depth from 9 GPa at the ice to
26 GPa at Layer 1 where the magma chamber is located. By contrast,
when ESL = 5 GPa at the ice–rock contact, the Young's modulus
decreases from 9 to 5 GPa and increases again at the soft layer–host
rock contact from 5 to 26 GPa.
4.3.2.2. Gravitational failure. As mentioned before, an associated effect
of roof rock weakening due to hydrothermal alteration is the
possibility of promotion of gravitational failure. As this phenomenon
may considerably alter the local stress ﬁeld causing ring-fracture
propagation, we have run some simulations to quantify it. For this, we
assume that magma withdrawal from the reservoir occurs before the
whole system has reached lithostatic equilibrium after the mass
removal due to gravitational failure. When some material is suddenly
removed from a system in lithostatic equilibrium, this results in a
slight elastic “rebound” and the lithostatic state of stress is modiﬁed
previous to magma chamber deﬂation. Thus, the distribution of
tensional stresses and the amount of extension depend on the

underpressure assigned to the magma chamber but also on the spatial
change in stress ﬁeld caused by the mass removal from the upper
surface. In Fig. 11 we plotted the distribution of σ3 at the ice–rock
contact considering different underpressure values and different
amounts of mass removal. Only with greater underpressure inside the
magmatic reservoir, the effect of magma chamber deﬂation is capable
of counteracting the rebound caused by the mass discharge. In such
cases, results obtained indicate that higher tensile stresses at surface
are restricted to those areas with thinner ice cap similar result as the
one obtained for the asymmetrical distribution of ice, those places at
surface not covered by the ice cap present higher tensile stresses.
In places where gravitational failure occurs, the tensile stresses are at
their maximum since the magma chamber is closer to the Earth's surface.
If we consider that the system has return to lithostatic equilibrium
after the gravitational failure and prior to the magma withdrawal, the
effect of gravitational failure and further collapse has no other effect as
the one observed for the different thickness and asymmetrical
distribution of ice at surface. In places where the ice is thicker and
centred over the magma chamber we will ﬁnd less extension compared
to those places where the ice cap is thinner.
In short, weakening of the roof rock due to hydrothermal
alteration may lead to variations in the stress ﬁled causing different
effect at the ice surface or the ice-rock contact. The resultant
distribution of σ3 at both the ice surface and the ice–rock contact is
a function of thicknesses and the mechanical properties of the
different layers: ice, hydrothermally altered rocks, and unaltered rock
but also of the contrast of Young's modulus between them. In parallel,
sudden mass removal due to gravitational failure may strongly affect
the stress ﬁeld. Combined with magma chamber deﬂation stress ﬁeld
at surface may be modiﬁed in a manner that encourage ring fault
initiation.
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Fig. 11. Distribution of σ3 along the ice–rock interface over a deﬂating magma chamber (a = 10 km; b = 1 km) located at a depth D of 4.5 km below the surface. The ice cap has a
length LICE = 75 km (7.5a) and thickness HICE = 1.5 km. In this model, part of the ice cap has been removed to account for gravitational failure. Lines inside the ice cap indicate the
detachment level for the two failure situations. For comparison purposes, result in case of no gravitational failure (intact ice sheet) is also included. Additional results are available
on-line as Supplementary material (Appendix F.9).

4.3.3. Model set 3: inﬂuence of an ice sheet on a deﬂating shallow magma
chamber and a deep-seated overpressurized reservoir
As mentioned before, Andrew and Gudmundsson (2007) showed
that variations in size of an ice cover can have important effects on
deep-seated reservoirs changing their effective size (i.e. magma
volume) and composition (see Section 3). In fact, the authors
demonstrate that as soon as the glacial maximum is reached and
some retreat or melting starts, the deep-seated reservoir may “inﬂate”
leading to a very slight doming of the crust above, including the sector
holding the shallow chamber. During the last years, many numerical
models focused on understanding which stress ﬁeld conﬁguration may
trigger ring-fault initiation (e.g. Gudmundsson, 1998, 2007) have
shown that a very small doming originated at deeper levels than the
magma chamber responsible for the subsequent caldera-forming
event can favour ring-fault formation. Thus, for this speciﬁc set of
models we also consider the possibility of a deep-seated reservoir
located at 15 km depth with a horizontal extension of 20–30 km
exerting a doming stress (pressure) of 5–10 MPa to the surrounding
rocks (Gudmundsson, 2007) (Fig. 5). We have run several models
assuming: (1) different length LICE and thickness HICE for the ice sheet,
(2) diverse depths D and horizontal dimension a for the shallow
reservoir and (3) several values for the overpressure exerted by the
deep-seated reservoir. A summary of the results can be found in Fig. 12
and on-line as part of the Supplementary material (Appendix F.10).
Independently if there exists or not an ice cap at surface, the
presence of a deep-seated reservoir exerting a doming pressure to the
volcanic system tends to increase considerably tensile stresses at the
ice rock contact or at surface if no ice cap is considered (see
Supplementary material, Appendix F.10). The tensile stress σ3 at the
ice–rock contact peaks above the margins of the shallow magma
chamber and may overcome the tensile strength of ordinary rocks, so
that a ring fault is likely to form (Fig. 12).

Keeping constant the parameters characterising the magmatic
reservoirs (shallow and deep), a decrease in the ice thickness HICE
tends to signiﬁcantly increase tensile stresses at the ice–rock contact
(Fig. 12) as observed in Model set 1 (Fig. 8, Supplementary material,
Appendix F.2). Contrary, an increase in the length of the ice sheet LICE
leads to a reduction in the tensile stresses (Fig. 12).
Whereas under the presence of a single and shallow reservoir, the
ice cap tends to induce compressive stresses at the ice–rock contact
(Fig. 8, Supplementary material, Appendix F.1 and F.3), the doming
stress imposed by the deep-seated reservoir leads to slight tensile
values above the margins of the shallow magma chamber (Fig. 12,
Supplementary material, Appendix F.10). Besides, an increase in the
doming pressure of the deep magmatic reservoir results in higher
tensile values (Fig. 12). The same effect is observed if the upper and
smaller magma chamber is assumed to be at shallower depths.
In general terms, the presence of a deep-seated reservoir subjected
to a magmatic excess pressure results in an increase of the tensile
stresses at the ice–rock contact. The maximum tensile stresses at the
ice–rock contact are located above the margins of the shallow magma
chamber verifying C3 and thus, favouring ring fault initiation. The
compressive stresses induced by the ice load are counteracted by the
doming stress of the deep reservoir. An increase of the excess pressure
inside the deep-seated reservoir due to ice retreat or melting during
interstadials (Andrew and Gudmundsson, 2007) would lead to higher
tensile stresses at the ice rock contact favouring ring fault initiation.
5. Discussion
While several papers have recently suggested that deglaciation
and the increase of volcanism are intimately related (Sigvaldason
et al., 1992; Slater et al., 1998; Maclennan et al., 2002), increased
output may be related to the increased magma accumulation during
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Fig. 12. Distribution of σ3 along the ice–rock interface over a shallow deﬂating magma chamber located at a depth D below the surface. The ice cap has a length LICE and thickness HICE.
This model includes an additional reservoir at 15 km depth with horizontal and vertical extension of 30 km and 3 km, respectively. An overpressure ΔPM N 0 is imposed to the deepseated reservoir. Additional results are available on-line as Supplementary material (Appendix F.10).

glaciations (Kelemen et al., 1997), we explore the opposite correlation
observed in Kamchatka (Bindeman et al., 2010), and which possibly
may characterise others N Paciﬁc arcs (e.g. Alaska and Aleutians). The
observations suggest an increase in explosive silicic volcanism and
caldera formation during the maximal glacial times.
Maxima glacial times correspond to high dynamic periods that
may promote physical and chemical feedbacks to a volcanic system,
and we explore in detail above and below. The presence of ice caps
during glacial periods and the associated processes such as hydrothermal alteration under the ice cap or gravitational failure during
glaciation or interstadials modify the local stress ﬁeld, which may
promote or inhibit ring fault initiation and subsequent caldera
collapse.
Results of the 2D plane strain numerical simulations presented in
this paper suggest that the presence of ice works against the
occurrence of ring faults both the stress ﬁeld conditions and the
fracture propagation criteria. On the one hand, the load of the ice cap
tends to reduce the tensile stresses at surface which may inhibit the
initiation of ring faults. In many occasions, the resultant stresses are
far of reaching the tensile strength of the rock and even of ice,
depending on the size and depth of the magmatic system (Fig. 8,

Supplementary material F.1–F.3). However, compressive stresses
induced by the ice cap may switch to tensile stresses at greater
depths increasing fracture-related porosity in the crustal rocks around
deep-seated magma chambers (Andrew and Gudmundsson, 2007).
This results in an augment of the effective size of such reservoirs,
leading to the doming of the crustal segment where the deep magma
chamber is located. When the doming stress of the deep-seated
reservoir increases (i.e. increase in the excess pressure) due to magma
accumulation, this starts to have an effect on the stresses in the upper
part of the crust and counteracts with the compressive stresses
induced by the ice load (Fig. 12, Supplementary material F.10). As
seen in the numerical results presented in this paper, the presence of a
deep-seated reservoir subjected to a magmatic excess pressure results
in an increase of the tensile stresses at the ice–rock contact. In these
situations, the distribution of σ3 at the ice–rock contact peaks above
the margins of the shallow magma chamber and the maximum tensile
stress values may overcome the tensile strength of ordinary rocks, so
that a ring fault is likely to form. The phenomenon described above is
only favoured for speciﬁc ice cap sizes compared to the total size of the
magmatic system (shallow and deep reservoir) (Andrew and
Gudmundsson, 2007). The most prone time periods are those when
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the ice cap has approximately the same extent as the volcanic system
especially, during interstadials due to ice retreat or melting (Andrew
and Gudmundsson, 2007).
From results obtained it is obvious that tensile fracture initiation
may be possible at both the ice surface and the ice rock contact since
σ3 b TICE (TICE ≈ 0.6 MPa) and also σ3 b TR (TR ≈ 15 MPa) for the largest
a values. On the other hand, there is a high probability that fractures
get arrested or reﬂected when propagating from the ice or the
weakened altered layer to the non-altered host rock surrounding the
chamber. By contrast, secondary processes such as gravitational
failure and hydrothermal weakening of the roof rock may favour the
initiation of tensional fractures at surface for the same underpressure
of the magmatic system. Table 2 presents summary of our numerical
runs and below we concentrate on positive feedbacks that promote
ring fracture propagation which is the precondition of a caldera
collapse.
In the case of gravitational failure or asymmetrical ice distribution,
we have observed that σ3 at surface is not symmetrically distributed
and has a peak of higher tensile stress where there is no ice cap or less
topographic load exists. This leads us to assume that such stress ﬁeld
conﬁguration may favour the imitation of trap-door collapses if the
critical stress ﬁeld conditions for ring fault initiation are reached.
An important aspect to include here is the ongoing discussion
about the possibility of collapse calderas to occur due to underpressure conditions inside the magma chamber. Although being a one
of the most accepted conceptual models for caldera-forming events it
has been discussed and refuted in several occasions (e.g. Gudmundsson, 2007). The main argument is the fact that in the case of
underpressure conditions inside the magma chamber the conduit will
close and the eruption will cease before reaching required underpressure for caldera collapse ΔPCOLL. However, recent numerical
models published by Pinel and Jaupart (2005) demonstrate that with
a topographic load of sufﬁcient size, caldera collapse can occur during
chamber deﬂation. According to this model, the stress ﬁeld modiﬁcation may prevent feeder dykes to get shut by the conﬁning pressure,
which would stop the eruption.
Taking the above observations into account, it is feasible to assume
that the existence of an ice cap of a certain size will act similarly, thus,
permitting the volcanic conduit to remain open until the underpressure required for caldera collapse is achieved.
Considering all the available data and the results presented in this
paper, we propose that glaciation and collapse calderas in Kamchatka
may be related as illustrated in Fig. 13.
Long periods of ice accumulation and increase in the topographic
loading may have lead to accumulation of great amounts of magma
but without the possibility of eruption. During long time, magma
would have been accumulating in big reservoirs as indicated by the
volume of ignimbrites and the size of the collapse structures related
to the caldera-forming events (Fig. 13a and b). Throughout the phase
of ice accumulation, part of the roof rock is weakened due to the
circulation of hydrothermal ﬂuids (Fig. 13c). During an interstadial
period, the magmatic system suffers changes in the internal
magmatic pressure favouring vesiculation of the magma inside the
reservoir. The upper part of the roof rock, still in contact with the ice,
is continuously altered by the circulation of hydrothermal ﬂuids
(Fig. 13d). The ice retreating along with vesiculation leads to the
initiation of an explosive eruption (Fig. 13e). It is possible that the
alteration of the upper part of the roof rock may provoke
gravitational failure or sudden mass removal. Due to magma
withdrawal, the chamber begins to “deﬂate”. According to the work
of Pinel and Jaupart (Pinel and Jaupart, 2005), due to the existence of
the topographic load (in this case the ice cap), it is feasible that the
system remains open withdrawing magma until the required
underpressure for caldera collapse ΔPCOLL is reached. The results
obtained suggest that ring faults would initiate preferably where
gravitational failure takes place. It is also possible that fractures occur

at the ice rock contact if the magma chamber has a certain size, shape
and depth (Fig. 13e). These parameters are controlled by the aspect
ratio of the chamber and the relation between depth and horizontal
extension. In the case of gravitational failure or asymmetrical ice
distribution, we have observed that that σ3 at surface is not
symmetrically distributed and has a peak of higher tensile stress
where no ice cap or less topographic load exists. This leads us to
assume that such stress ﬁeld conﬁguration may favour the imitation of
trap-door collapses if the critical stress ﬁeld conditions for ring fault
initiation are reached. Ring faults would presumably initiate at surface
where tension is maximum.
6. Summary and conclusions
In this paper, we have investigated how the presence of ice caps
during glacial periods and other secondary processes such as
hydrothermal alteration or gravitational failure may modify the
local stress ﬁeld discouraging or favouring ring fault initiation and
subsequent caldera collapse. For this, we have run a series of 2D plane
strain numerical models simulating different scenarios by varying:
(1) the thickness and asymmetric distribution of the existing ice cap,
(2) the depth and size of the magmatic reservoir responsible for the
subsequent collapse event, (3) the thickness and mechanical
properties of the roof rock due to the alteration by hydrothermal
ﬂuids, (4) the existence of a deeper and wider magmatic reservoir and
(5) possible gravitational failure triggered, in part, by the hydrothermal weakening of the roof rock under the glacial cover.
In short, we have seen that the existence of ice caps does not
favour directly the initiation of ring-faults and caldera formation,
since the load of the ice cap tends to reduce the tensile stresses at
surface which may inhibit the initiation of ring faults. In many
occasions, the resultant stresses are far of reaching the tensile
strength of the rock and even of ice, depending on the size and
depth of the magmatic system. Nevertheless, tensile stresses induced
by ice caps with dimensions of the same order of the volcanic system
(including shallow and deep reservoir) may increase fracture-related
porosity in the crustal rocks surrounding deep-seated magma
chambers augmenting the effective size of such reservoirs. Continuous magma accumulation in these deeper reservoirs, results in
doming of the crustal segment where the reservoir is located and
starts to have an effect on the stresses in the upper part of the crust. In
these situations, the compressive stresses induced by the ice load and
the doming stresses due to the deep-seated reservoir counteract.
Thus, an augment of the excess pressure inside the deep-seated
reservoir and/or a reduction in size of the ice cap due to ice retreat or
melting occurring during interstadials leads to higher tensile stresses
at the ice rock contact favouring ring fault initiation.
Besides, the ice cap existence may lead to secondary processes such
as subglacial volcanic mass build-up following by gravitational failure or
hydrothermal weakening of the roof rock, that have been conﬁrmed to
be important parameters prone to favour the initiation of tensional
fractures at surface for the same underpressure of the magmatic system.
Most importantly, the rapid changes of surface topography (ice and
rocks it moves) and thus over- and underpressure during interstadial
(when the amount of ice widely oscillate on centuries-millennial
timescales) may have most profound effects. The inﬂuence of ice may
have an important role on timing and incrementality of magma
discharge; under the ice (and ice-supported surface topography, e.g.
Table mountains) more magma can accumulate, and under the glacial
overpressure this magma will have greater proportions of volatiles.
Some of these volatiles may be inherited from hydrothermally altered
roof rocks that ﬁngerprint magmas with low δ18O values. Rapid and
short-lived deglaciation during the interstadial cause additional
amounts of vesiculation, leading to greater underpressures following
the initial magma discharge (Fig. 13), leading to greater likelihood of
ring fault propagation and caldera collapse. Whether more magma is
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Fig. 13. Sketch of the relationship between glaciation periods and caldera-forming events in Kamchatka.

erupting during the interstadial or intraglacial remains a question for
future investigation, it appears that the Kamchatkan glaciations have an
effect of eruption clustering, and less frequent but bigger eruptions in
pyroclastic, rather than effusive character.
Supplementary materials related to this article can be found online
at doi:10.1016/j.jvolgeores.2011.02.001.
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